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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
NEURODEGENERATIVE DISORDER IMAGING

Brain Abnormalities in Becker Muscular Dystrophy:
Evaluation by Voxel-Based DTI and Morphometric Analysis

Hiroyuki Maki, Madoka Mori-Yoshimura, Hiroshi Matsuda, Yasumasa Hashimoto, Miho Ota, Yukio Kimura,
Yoko Shigemoto, Naoko Ishihara, Hirohito Kan, Emiko Chiba, Elly Arizono, Sumiko Yoshida, Yuji Takahashi, and

Noriko Sato

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Although various neuropsychological problems in Becker muscular dystrophy have attracted atten-
tion, there have been few related neuroimaging studies. We investigated brain abnormalities in patients with Becker muscular dys-
trophy using 3D T1WI and DTI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:MR images were obtained for 30 male patients and 30 age-matched healthy male controls. We classi-
fied patients into Dp1401 and Dp140� subgroups based on their predicted dystrophin Dp140 isoform expression and performed
voxel-based comparisons of gray and white matter volumes and DTI metrics among the patients, patient subgroups, and controls.
ROI-based DTI analyses were also performed.

RESULTS: Significantly decreased fractional anisotropy was observed in the left planum temporale and right superior parietal lobule
compared between the Becker muscular dystrophy and control groups. In the Dp140� subgroup, decreased fractional anisotropy
was observed in the left planum temporale, but no significant changes were seen in the Dp1401 subgroup. The ROI-based analysis
obtained the same results. No significant differences were evident in the gray or white matter volumes or the DTI metrics other
than fractional anisotropy between the groups.

CONCLUSIONS: A DTI metric analysis is useful to detect white-matter microstructural abnormalities in Becker muscular dystrophy
that may be affected by the Dp140 isoform expression.

ABBREVIATIONS: AD ¼ axial diffusivity; BMD ¼ Becker muscular dystrophy; DARTEL ¼ Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration Through Exponentiated Lie
Algebra; DMD ¼ Duchenne muscular dystrophy; FA ¼ fractional anisotropy; IQ ¼ intelligence quotient; MD ¼ mean diffusivity; RD ¼ radial diffusivity; VBM ¼
voxel-based morphometry; WAIS ¼ Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) is an X-linked recessive
form of muscular dystrophy caused by mutations in the

dystrophin gene that lead to the production of variable levels of
partially functioning dystrophin.1 Compared with the more severe
allelic disorder Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), individu-
als with BMD have a much longer normal life expectancy.2 In
addition to muscle weakness, mutations in the dystrophin gene
have been linked to cognitive impairment. For example, learning
and behavioral problems are well-revealed in individuals with
DMD.3 Although it has not been established whether similar neu-
ropsychological problems are part of the BMD disease spectrum,
several studies have described attention problems, language/
speech delays, and mental problems such as depression and neu-
rosis in individuals with BMD.4-6

The dystrophin gene is the largest gene, containing 79 exons
and tightly regulated tissue-specific promoters that make a range
of protein isoforms known to reflect their relative sizes. These
include the longest dystrophin isoform, Dp427, and the shorter
products: Dp71, Dp116, Dp140, and Dp260.7 A genotype-pheno-
type relationship between mutations in the dystrophin gene and
cognitive function has been described.8 Intellectual impairment is
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more prominent in patients with DMD with mutations in the dis-
tal part of the dystrophin gene (distal to exon 44) that are associ-
ated with the loss of expression of the Dp140 isoform.8 The role
of Dp140 in BMD has been reported to be important.9

Functional and quantitative neuroimaging studies of DMD
have revealed multiple abnormalities, including gray matter
volume differences, altered white matter microstructural integ-
rity as measured using DTI, and metabolic derangement
shown by PET.10,11 DTI analyses have demonstrated wide-
spread and significant white matter abnormalities in individu-
als with DMD lacking Dp140 expression compared with those
with retained Dp140 expression and healthy controls.10,12

However, the existing neuroimaging studies of BMD are lim-
ited to a visual-assessment study on brain atrophy and a DTI
study using ROI methodology.6,13 No quantitative evaluation
of whole-brain morphology and microstructures in BMD has
been reported.

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) and DTI are commonly
used methods in studies of neurodegenerative and psychiatric
diseases. VBM visualizes morphologic brain differences, and
DTI estimates microstructural parameters such as fractional
anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), axial diffusivity (AD),
and radial diffusivity (RD), mainly in the white matter.14,15 In
the present study, we conducted both VBM and DTI analyses
to clarify the morphologic and microstructural features in
patients with BMD and the group-level differences in BMD
subtypes based on Dp140 expression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This retrospective study was approved by the Ethics Committee
of Japan’s National Center of Neurology and Psychiatry Hospital
(Tokyo). The requirement for patients’ informed consent was
waived due to the retrospective nature of the study. We enrolled 39
male patients with BMD who visited our hospital and underwent
MR imaging between January 2014 and December 2021. The
diagnosis of BMD was based on typical symptoms (eg, delayed
motor milestones, proximal weakness, hypertrophied calves,
and elevated creatine kinase levels) and deletions of the dystro-
phin gene or reduced dystrophin levels confirmed by a muscle
biopsy.1 All the patients’ diagnoses of BMD were reviewed and
confirmed by an experienced neurologist.

Seven patients were excluded from this study because of a lack
of 3D T1WI or DTI data. We also excluded 2 patients with multi-
ple lacunar infarcts on MR imaging. A final total of 30 men with
BMD was included in the study. We also recruited 30 age-
matched healthy male controls on the basis of the following crite-
ria: no history of neurologic or psychiatric diseases, no contact
with psychiatric services, and no use of medication that affects
the central nervous system. Written informed consent was
obtained from each healthy control participant.

We retrospectively collected information regarding the disease
duration of patients with BMD, ambulatory performance, and
steroid treatment from their medical records. Information regard-
ing intelligence test scores on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale III (WAIS-III) was also collected. The WAIS-III was used to
measure verbal intelligence quotient (IQ), performance IQ, and
full-scale IQ.

Genetic Diagnoses
Information regarding the patients’ genetic diagnoses was col-
lected from their medical records. We classified the patients with
BMD into 2 subgroups according to mutations that might alter
Dp140 expression. Duplication, deletion, or small mutations in
the genic region between the Dp140 promoter and the N-termi-
nal and frameshift or nonsense mutations involving intron 44 or
downstream were deemed to be Dp140 expression modifiers.
Among these possible modifiers, we considered harmful Dp140
mutations (Dp140�) as deletion mutations, which included the
Dp140 start codon and/or coding region or coding region non-
sense or splice site variants.6

MR Imaging Acquisition
In all participants, MR imaging was performed using a 3T clinical
scanner (Achieva; Philips Healthcare) with a 32-channel head coil.
3D sagittal T1-weighted images were acquired (TR/TE, 7.18/3.46;
flip angle, 10°; effective section thickness, 0.6mm; slab thickness,
180mm; matrix, 384� 384; FOV, 261� 261mm; number of exci-
tations, 1), yielding 300 contiguous slices through the brain.
Single-shot spin-echo echo-planar DWIs were obtained with the
following parameters: TR/TE, 6700/58ms; flip angle, 90°; effective
section thickness, 3.0mm with no gap; slices, 60; matrix, 80� 78;
FOV, 240� 240mm; number of excitations, 2; noncoplanar diffu-
sion directions, 15; b-values, 0 and 1000 s/mm2. This study used a
cross-sectional design, and the MR imaging for each subject was
performed only once.

VBM Analysis
To investigate morphologic differences in gray and white matter
volumes, we segmented and spatially normalized the 3D T1-
weighted images using the Statistical Parametric Mapping 12
software program (SPM12; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/)
running in Matlab (MathWorks) with the Diffeomorphic
Anatomical Registration through Exponentiated Lie Algebra
(DARTEL; part of SPM) technique.16 The segmented gray and
white matter images were normalized to the Montreal
Neurological Institute space using the DARTEL technique and
smoothed with an 8-mm full width at half maximum Gaussian
kernel.

ROI-Based Analysis of Gray and White Matter Volumes
The potential disparities of gray and white matter volumes
between the patients with BMD and controls were also investi-
gated using the FreeSurfer program (Version 6.0; http://surfer.
nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). The 3D T1-weighted images were proc-
essed using the recon-all processing stream (https://surfer.nmr.
mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/recon-all), and the gray and white matter
volumes were parcellated into 34 bilateral ROIs as defined by the
Desikan-Killiany atlas.17 The total intracranial volumes were also
measured.

Postprocessing and Analysis of the DTI Data
We performed a voxel-based whole-brain comparison for DTI
analyses that has been validated.18 First, we added the denoising
step and Gibbs-ringing correction using MRtrix3 (https://www.
mrtrix.org/).19,20 After eddy current correction and brain
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extraction using FSL, Version 5.0 (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/
fslwiki), we fitted the diffusion tensor model in each voxel derived
from the data with a b-value of 1000 using the DTIFit function
(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FDT/UserGuide) to estimate
the FA, MD, AD, and RDmaps.15,21

For the investigation of DTI metrics on a voxel-by-voxel
basis, we spatially normalized these images using the DARTEL
registration method. Each 3D T1-weighted image was coregis-
tered and resliced to its b¼0 image. Subsequently, the coregis-
tered 3D T1-weighted images were spatially normalized using
the DARTEL template. Finally, the transformation matrix was
applied to DTI metric maps. Each image was then smoothed
using an 8-mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel.
To restrict the analysis to regions of white matter, we masked
the DTI metrics maps with the binary mask image made by the
segmented white matter images derived from each individual
3D T1-weighted image that was coregistered and resliced to its
b¼0 image.

ROI-Based DTI Analysis
In addition to the voxel-based analyses, we performed an ROI-
based analysis. The ROI of each significant cluster in the voxel-
based analysis derived from SPM12 was automatically mapped to
normalized DTI metrics images using MRIcron software (https://
people.cas.sc.edu/rorden/mricron/). We investigated the left-
right asymmetry of the measured DTI metrics values by reflecting
the ROI of each significant cluster to the corresponding
hemisphere— if it included the planum temporale or planum
polare— because these areas are reported to be highly asymmet-
ric.22 Each ROI was flipped to the other hemisphere using
MRIcro software (https://people.cas.sc.edu/rorden/mricro/). The
flipped ROIs were then evaluated with the MRIcron software. To
assess the asymmetry of the DTI metrics values, we evaluated the
ratio of left and right ROIs between the patients with BMD and
controls.

Statistical Analyses
Demographic data are presented as mean (SD), range, or percent-
age, as indicated. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyze
continuous data, and the Fisher exact test was used to analyze binary
data. All statistical analyses were performed using Bell-Curve (Social
Survey Research Information) for Excel software (Microsoft), and a
2-tailed P value, .05 was regarded as significant.

To determine the differences among the patients with BMD,
the BMD subgroups classified by the expression of the Dp140 iso-
form, and the control group, we subjected the normalized gray
and white matter volumes and DTI values to a 2-sample t test
analysis using SPM12. The significance of the differences in gray
and white matter volumes was tested with patient age and the
total intracranial volume (calculated by SPM12) as confounding
covariates. The DTI values were statistically analyzed using
patient age as a confounding variable. For all SPM analyses, the
significance level was set at a family-wise error–corrected P, .05
at voxel-level and a cluster size of .100 voxels. A normalized
template provided by SPM12 (single_subj_T1.nii) was used for
visualization. We used Bell-Curve for Excel software to perform a
2-sample t test to examine the difference of each ROI and the

ratio of left and right ROIs between the patients with BMD and
the controls. A 2-tailed P value, .05 was regarded as significant.
We performed an ANCOVA to evaluate differences in the vol-
ume of each ROI between the BMD and control groups, control-
ling for patient age and total intracranial volume. The
significance level of the statistical analysis was set at Bonferroni
corrected P, .05.

RESULTS
Clinical Characteristics
The clinical characteristics of each subject group are summarized
in the Online Supplemental Data. The mean ages of the patients
with BMD and controls were 37.8 (SD, 12.5) and 38.9 (SD,
12.2) years, respectively. No significant differences in age were
observed among the groups (BMD versus controls, P¼ .78;
BMD_Dp140� versus controls, P¼ .81; BMD_Dp1401 versus
controls, P¼ .45; and BMD_Dp140� versus BMD_Dp1401,
P¼ .41). Among the 30 patients with BMD, the genetic diagnoses
identified deletion mutations (n¼ 20, 66.7%), duplication muta-
tions (n¼ 2, 6.7%), small mutations (n¼ 6, 20.0%), and others
(diagnosed by immunohistochemistry; n¼ 2, 6.7%). Eighteen
patients had deleterious Dp140 mutations (BMD_Dp140�), and
10 patients did not have deleterious Dp140 mutations
(BMD_Dp1401). Among the 30 patients with BMD, 21 (70%)
patients were ambulant and 9 (30%) were wheelchair-bound; the
mean age at loss of ambulation was 32.2 (SD, 9.3) years. Four
patients were on steroid treatment, with a mean treatment dura-
tion of 3.6 years (range, 2–9 years). No significant differences
were noted in the duration of steroid treatment between the
Dp140 expression subgroups (P¼ .68).

The WAIS-III data were available for 16 patients, and the
scores are listed in the Online Supplemental Data. The full-scale
IQ of the patients was within the normal range ($70). No signifi-
cant differences were observed in the WAIS-III scores between
the BMD_Dp1401 and BMD_Dp140� subgroups.

Voxel-Based Morphometric and DTI Analyses
The results of the VBM analysis revealed no significant differences
in either gray or white matter between the groups, ie, BMD versus
controls; BMD_Dp140� versus controls; BMD_Dp1401 versus
controls; and BMD_Dp140� versus patients with BMD_Dp1401.
In the voxel-based DTI analysis, the 30 patients with BMD showed
areas with significantly decreased FA in the left planum temporale
and right superior parietal lobule compared with the healthy con-
trols (Table 1 and Fig 1). Eighteen patients with BMD_Dp140�
presented with significant FA reductions in the left planum tempo-
rale compared with controls (Table 1 and Fig 2). In contrast, the
10 patients with BMD_Dp1401 presented with no significant dif-
ferences in FA compared with the BMD_Dp140� group and con-
trols (data not shown). MD, AD, and RD values showed no
significant differences in all group comparisons (data not shown).

ROI-Based Analysis of Gray and White Matter Volumes
No significant difference was observed in the gray or white matter
volumes between the patients with BMD and the controls
(P. .05).
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ROI-Based DTI Analysis
As shown in Table 2, there was a significant difference in FA values
in both the left planum temporale and the right superior parietal
lobule between the BMD and control groups (P, .01 respectively).
Between the 18 patients with BMD_Dp140� and the 30 controls,
significant differences in FA values were observed in the left pla-
num temporale (P, .01) (Table 3). The ratio of the left-right ROIs
of FA values in the planum temporale showed significant differen-
ces between the BMD and control group and between the 18

patients with BMD_Dp140� and the
control group (P, .01 respectively)
(Tables 2 and 3).

DISCUSSION
We investigated VBM and DTI metrics
in patients with BMD and observed sig-
nificant FA reductions in the patients’
left planum temporale and right supe-
rior parietal lobule compared with the
healthy controls. The subgroup analy-
ses revealed that the patients with
BMD_Dp140� (but not the patients
with BMD_Dp1401) had reduced FA
in the left planum temporale. To our
knowledge, this is the first published
investigation of the microstructural dif-
ferences between individuals with
BMD and healthy controls using VBM
and DTI analyses. Our findings suggest
that the Dp140 dystrophin isoform
may play an important role in micro-
structural abnormalities of the left pla-
num temporale in individuals with
BMD.

Neuroimaging studies in large cohorts
of patients with DMD have revealed FA
reductions in both the supratentorial
and infratentorial white matter and indi-
cated that Dp140 expression contributed
to the FA changes in patients with
DMD.10,12 Our present findings demon-
strate impaired white matter integrity in
the BMD group, and the range of abnor-
mality is more limited than that of
patients with DMD. This finding may
indicate that BMD manifests with less
severity compared with DMD.7 Our

comparison of BMD subtypes with the healthy controls revealed
significant FA abnormalities in the Dp140� group but not in the
Dp1401 group. The differences between the BMD_Dp140� sub-
group and controls indicated that the expression of the Dp140 iso-
form could affect microstructural abnormalities in individuals with
BMD and those with DMD. No significant difference was detected
in Dp140 expression based on IQ scores; this may be because the
intelligence test scores of some of the patients with more severe
conditions may not have been available.

Table 1: Results of the voxel-based FA analysis of white matter between the 30 patients with BMD and 30 controls and between
the patients with BMD_Dp1402 (n= 18) and healthy controls (n= 30)a

Analysis df Cluster Size T Value
MNI Coordinates

Regions of Peaksx y z
Controls . BMD 57 222 7.67 �45 �34 15 Left planum temporale

204 7.34 24 �62 42 Right superior parietal lobule
Controls . BMD_Dp140� 45 151 6.63 �46 �34 15 Left planum temporale

Note:—MNI indicates Montreal Neurological Institute.
a All clusters are significant at a voxel level of P, .05 (family-wise error–corrected) and a cluster size of .100 voxels.

FIG 1. Results of the voxel-based FA analysis between the patients with BMD (n¼ 30) and con-
trols (n¼ 30) (P, .05, family-wise error–corrected, voxel level). The FA was significantly
decreased in the left planum temporale (arrows) and right superior parietal lobule (arrowheads)
of the patients with BMD. The background images are single_subj_T1 images, which are regarded
as one of the anatomically standardized images in the SPM12 toolbox. The color scale represents
t values. L indicates left; R, right.

FIG 2. Results of the voxel-based FA analysis between the patients with BMD_Dp140� (n¼ 18)
and controls (n¼ 30) (P, .05, family-wise error–corrected, voxel-level). The FA was significantly
decreased in the left planum temporale (arrows) of the patients with BMD_Dp140�. The color
scale represents t values. L indicates left; R, right.
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Earlier DTI investigations of patients with DMD reported a
significant increase in MD values in the white matter compared
with controls.10,12 Contrary to this result, we observed no signifi-
cant differences in MD between the present BMD and control
groups. MD is a measure that can be affected by the barriers that
restrict the movement of water, such as cell membranes.23 The
loss of the shorter isoforms of dystrophin was reported to be asso-
ciated with reduced levels of aquaporin-4, a protein involved in
membrane permeability.24,25 The difference in MD between indi-
viduals with DMD and those with BMDmay be related to the dif-
ferential cumulative loss of brain-expressed isoforms, affected by
the mutation site along the gene. Axonal degeneration was
described as sensitive to AD, whereas demyelination was deemed
to be sensitive to RD.26 We observed no significant differences in
AD or RD between the present patients with BMD and controls,
similar to our findings regarding MD. This result suggests that
individuals with BMD may exhibit less-severe axonal and myelin
abnormalities.

The present patients with BMD showed reduced FA in the
left planum temporale. The established functional lateralization
of the left cerebral hemisphere for language functions in most
individuals has been confirmed, and the planum temporale has
been presumed to be involved in auditory processing.22 Patients
with BMD have been reported to have poor verbal working
memory despite intact long-term memory and acquired knowl-
edge.5 Verbal working memory is thought to reflect a distrib-
uted brain network consisting of the frontal lobe and
hippocampus.27 Functional MR imaging and electroencepha-
lography studies have indicated an important role of the pri-
mary auditory area in the active maintenance of verbal memory
and the support of verbal working memory.28,29 We thus specu-
late that the temporal areas with decreased FA in our present
patients with BMD may have caused their poor verbal working
memory.

In contrast to the alterations in FA, no significant differences
in gray or white matter volumes were noted between the BMD
and control groups in this study. An investigation of patients
with DMD by a VBM analysis showed local gray matter reduc-
tions compared with healthy controls.10 Both the muscles and

brains of individuals with DMD have been reported to be com-
pletely missing the full-length 427 kDa dystrophin protein
(Dp427), which is normally located in the cerebral cortex.30

Dp427 may be present in small amounts or partially functioning
in the brains and muscles of patients with BMD, thus resulting in
the absence of significant differences in brain volumes between
the present BMD and control groups.

There are some study limitations to consider. A voxel-based
analysis is useful for identifying very subtle anatomic changes
but is sensitive to registration accuracy. To reduce the effect of
misregistration on the statistical analysis, we applied smoothing
to the normalized images. We used the conventionally used
default smoothing kernel (8-mm Gaussian filter). However,
smoothing might aggravate the partial volume problem.15 Our
study was further limited by the small sample size of subgroups
of patients with BMD, and the study should, therefore, be
viewed as a preliminary study and requires confirmation in
larger samples. Because this was a retrospective study, the cog-
nitive profiles of some of the participants were not evaluated by
neuropsychological tests. Prospective studies that include more
detailed neuropsychological examinations are necessary to
investigate the correlation between brain abnormalities and
cognitive impairment in patients with BMD.

CONCLUSIONS
We conducted VBM and DTI analyses in patients with BMD,
and we observed significantly reduced FA in the left planum tem-
porale in all patients with BMD and in the BMD_Dp140� sub-
group compared with the healthy controls, but not in the
BMD_Dp1401 subgroup. These results indicate that the Dp140
dystrophin isoform may contribute to temporal microstructural
abnormalities in BMD.
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